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Acca P4 Past Exam Papers
New edition updated for 2014 examinations Set of
over 500 short form questions (Q&As) which
condense and break down all elements of the P4
syllabus into interactive questions which can be
completed very quickly and multiple times before the
exam. The process of revisiting key areas will lead to
better knowledge retention and a more active
revision technique. Mixture of numerical and
narrative questions, reflecting the balance which you
need to strike between these two skills in the P4
exam. Includes extensive revision of the easier
narrative marks which you can use to create a very
solid foundation in terms of marks. Questions are
based on review of both the ACCA syllabus and past
papers to ensure a focus on key areas. Includes
mark breakdown of past papers over the 2008 to
2012 period to identify the key areas. Covers both
UK and International paper options. For samples and
further explanation of our technique, see
www.accasimplified.com.
BPP Learning Media's status as official ACCA
Approved Learning Provider - Content means our
ACCA Study Texts and Practice & Revision Kits are
reviewed by the ACCA examining team. BPP
Learning Media products provide you with the exam
focussed material you need for exam success.
The examiner-reviewed P2 Practice and Revision Kit
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provides invaluable guidance on how to approach
the exam and contains many of the long, case study
questions that you will find in the exam. Three mock
exams provide you with more essential practice and
marking schemes show you how the examiner
awards marks.
The examiner-reviewed P4 Practice & Revision Kit
provides invaluable guidance on how to approach
the exam. Questions are grouped by key topic areas
and integrated where appropriate. Three mock
examinations provide ample opportunity to practise
questions and marking schemes show you how the
examiner awards marks.
The BPP Study Text provides a comprehensive
treatment of the updated ACCA syllabus for P4. It
addresses all learning outcomes and the higher skills
required in an integrated and practical way. The
material, despite the technical nature of certain
areas, follows a practical, common sense approach
with plenty of case studies and real life business
examples. The key points of each topic are
summarised in a chapter roundup and tested in a
diagnostic quiz at the end of each chapter. A
question bank at the end of the book provides
practice on exam style questions.
The examiner-reviewed F4 Practice and Revision Kit
provides invaluable guidance on how to approach
the exam and contains past ACCA exam questions
for you to try. It highlights how to revise for important
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syllabus areas such as the law of tort, corporate
governance and ethics. BPP Learning Media's ISAC
approach will also show you how to earn maximum
marks.
The examiner-reviewed P5 Practice and Revision Kit
provides invaluable guidance on how to approach the
exam and contains past ACCA exam questions for you
to try. The examiner has emphasised that simply
understanding the advantages and disadvantages of
different performance management approaches will not
be sufficient to pass the exam. You must apply specific
knowledge to the scenarios in the exam questions. The
questions in the Practice and Revision Kit reflect the
scenario-based questions you will find on the exam.
BPP Learning Media is an ACCA Approved Content
Provider. Our partnership with ACCA means that our
Study Texts, Practice & Revision Kits and iPass (for CBE
papers only) are subject to a thorough ACCA examining
team review. Our suite of study tools will provide you
with all the accurate and up-to-date material you need for
exam success.
The examiner reviewed F5 Practice and Revision Kit
includes the pilot paper and past exam questions to help
you to apply your management accounting knowledge in
a practical context. Questions are based on realistic
scenarios. Answers are presented with top tips to help
you to tackle the questions. There is plenty of exam
guidance to help you to maximise your chances of
success in this brand new paper.
The examining team reviewed P4 Study Text covers all
the relevant ACCA P4 syllabus topics. It focuses on how
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to apply the knowledge and skills of a senior financial
professional to make sound financial decisions and/or
recommendations for organisations. The material follows
a practical, common sense approach and detailed case
studies and real life business examples throughout the
text will help build your understanding and reinforce
learning. Key points are also summarised in chapter
roundups.
BPP Learning Media is an ACCA Approved Content
Provider. Our partnership with ACCA means that our
Study Texts, Practice & Revision Kits and iPass (for CBE
papers only) are subject to a thorough ACCA examining
team review. Our suite of study tools will provide you
with all the accurate and up-to-date material you need for
exam success
BPP Learning Media is the sole Platinum Approved
provider of ACCA content. Our examiner-reviewed Study
Texts and Practice & Revision Kits, and our interactive
study tools will provide you with the up-to-date material
you need for exam success.
The examining team reviewed F7 Study Text covers all the
relevant ACCA F7 syllabus topics and offers examiner advice
on approaching the paper. It is suitable for both International
and UK study. Additional UK topics are covered in an online
supplement. The text takes the examiner's guidance into
account on how topics will be addressed in the exam and
concentrates on key areas.
The examiner-reviewed P7 Practice and Revision Kit provides
invaluable guidance on how to approach the exam. It
contains past ACCA exam questions for you to try and a
question plan to assist with your revision. Three mock
examinations provide ample opportunity to practise questions
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and marking schemes show you how the examiner awards
marks.
The Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA)
is the global body for professional accountants. With over 100
years of providing world-class accounting and finance
qualifications, the ACCA has significantly raised its
international profile in recent years and now supports a BSc
(Hons) in Applied Accounting and an MBA.BPP Learning
Media is an ACCA Official Publisher. Paper F9, Financial
Management, aims to develop the knowledge and skills
expected of a finance manager in relation to investment,
financing and dividend decisions. F9 examines a wide range
of financial management topics, many of which will be
completely new to the student. There are a range of quite
tricky calculations to perform as well as issues and
techniques to explain and discuss.F9 is a middle level paper
in the ACCA qualification structure, with some links to F2, and
a direct link to P4, which thinks strategically.The key syllabus
areas in F9 are: * Financial management function * Financial
management environment * Working capital management *
Investment appraisal * Business finance * Cost of capital *
Business valuations * Risk management.This examinerreviewed Study Text contains all you need to know for F9,
featuring step-by-step guides to financial management
techniques such as investment appraisal and business
valuations, which many students find tricky. Exam formulae
are clearly identified and explained with plenty of examples
and questions for essential practice. Key terms are identified
throughout to help you to learn new terminology such as beta
factor and venture capital.BPP Learning Media is the
publisher of choice for many ACCA students and tuition
providers worldwide. Join them and plug into a world of
expertise in ACCA exams.
The Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA)
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is the global body for professional accountants. With over 100
years of providing world-class accounting and finance
qualifications, the ACCA has significantly raised its
international profile in recent years and now supports a BSc
(Hons) in Applied Accounting and an MBA.BPP Learning
Media is an ACCA Official Publisher. The new ACCA syllabus
for paper P4 is about the practical application of financial
theory to problems that managers face, such as investment
appraisal, funding policies, risk management, growth, organic
or through mergers and acquisitions and dividend policy. The
paper also covers crucial issues such as corporate
governance and ethical and environmental aspects of
financial policy.The BPP text provides a comprehensive
treatment of the new ACCA syllabus for P4 and addresses all
learning outcomes and the higher skills to be assessed in the
professional examination in an integrated and practical way.
The material, despite the technical nature of certain areas,
follows a practical, common sense approach with plenty of
case studies and real life business examples. The key points
of each topic are summarised in a chapter roundup and
tested in a diagnostic quiz at the end of each chapter. A
question bank at the end of the book provides practice on
exam style questions.BPP Learning Media is the publisher of
choice for many ACCA students and tuition providers
worldwide. Join them and plug into a world of expertise in
ACCA exams.
ACCA Approved and valid for exams from 01 Sept 2017 up to
30 June 2018 - Becker's P4 Advanced Financial Management
Study Text has been approved and quality assured by the
ACCA's examining team.
The examiner-reviewed F8 Practice and Revision Kit provides
invaluable guidance on how to approach the exam and
contains past ACCA exam questions for you to try. Questions
are grouped by syllabus area so that you can easily identify
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what they cover. Detailed solutions provide tips, advise you
how to approach questions and tell you how to gain easy
marks. They also include examiner's comments, to help you
understand what the examiner is looking for.
The examiner-reviewed P6 Practice and Revision Kit provides
invaluable guidance on how to approach the exam and
contains past ACCA exam questions for you to try to develop
your application skills. Questions are grouped by topic so that
you can easily identify what they cover. Detailed solutions
provide tips, advise you how to approach questions and tell
you how to gain easy marks. Examiner's comments tell you
what the examiner is looking for in answers.
A Core Study Text for the ACCA Qualification. The BPP
Study Text provides a comprehensive treatment of the
updated ACCA syllabus for P4. It addresses all learning
outcomes and the higher skills required in an integrated and
practical way. The material, despite the technical nature of
certain areas, follows a practical, common sense approach
with plenty of case studies and real life business examples.
The key points of each topic are summarised in a chapter
roundup and tested in a diagnostic quiz at the end of each
chapter. A question bank at the end of the book provides
practice on exam style.
The Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA)
is the global body for professional accountants. With over 100
years of providing world-class accounting and finance
qualifications, the ACCA has significantly raised its
international profile in recent years and now supports a BSc
(Hons) in Applied Accounting and an MBA.BPP Learning
Media is an ACCA Official Publisher. P2 is a very challenging
paper which builds on the knowledge and skills acquired at
earlier levels in the preparation and analysis of financial
reports for single entities and groups. It takes these areas to
a higher level, putting into context the role of the accountant
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as a professional steward and adviser, who is responsible to
the stakeholders of an organisation.It has five main sections:
1. Regulatory and ethical framework and current issues 2.
Reporting the financial performance of entities 3. Group
financial statements 4. Specialised entities 5. Analysis of the
financial performance of entitiesThe main new topics
introduced at this level relate to group accounts, but other
topics are tested with a different emphasis and in more depth
than at the Fundamentals Level.We provide material for both
International and UK streams. International is now the ACCA
main stream.The study text has been reviewed by the
examiner and takes account of his advice on approaching the
paper. Ethics, which have an impact on all aspects of
financial reporting, are introduced at an early stage in the
text, as is corporate social responsibility, so that students do
not neglect these topics when covering the numerical areas.
Accounting standards come next, combining revision with
extension into more advanced areas. After a brief revision of
basic groups, the more advanced consolidation topics are
covered. Current issues are covered throughout the text
within the appropriate topics, and also summarised in a final
chapter. The question bank contains practice at the case
study-style question you will encounter in the real exam.BPP
Learning Media is the publisher of choice for many ACCA
students and tuition providers worldwide. Join them and plug
into a world of expertise in ACCA exams.
The examining team reviewed P4 Practice & Revision Kit
provides invaluable guidance on how to approach the exam.
Questions are grouped by key topic areas and integrated
where appropriate. Three mock examinations provide ample
opportunity to practise questions and marking schemes show
you how the examiner awards marks.
The examiner-reviewed F7 Practice and Revision Kit provides
invaluable guidance on how to approach the exam, contains
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past ACCA exam questions for you to try and covers all areas
of the F7 syllabus in the same order as the Study Text. The
detailed solutions and marking schemes show you how the
examiner awards marks.
The examiner-reviewed P1 Practice and Revision Kit provides
invaluable guidance on how to approach the exam and
contains past ACCA exam questions for you to try. You will
learn what to expect on the test, how to analyse questions
and also be able to attempt additional questions prepared by
BPP Learning Media that reflect the scenarios and technical
questions you will find on the exam.

The Association of Chartered Certified Accountants
(ACCA) is the global body for professional accountants.
With over 100 years of providing world-class accounting
and finance qualifications, the ACCA has significantly
raised its international profile in recent years and now
supports a BSc (Hons) in Applied Accounting and an
MBA.BPP Learning Media is an ACCA Official Publisher.
Paper F9, Financial Management, aims to develop the
knowledge and skills expected of a finance manager in
relation to investment, financing and dividend decisions.
F9 examines a wide range of financial management
topics, many of which will be completely new to the
student. There are a range of quite tricky calculations to
perform as well as issues and techniques to explain and
discuss.F9 is a middle level paper in the ACCA
qualification structure, with some links to F2, and a direct
link to P4, which thinks strategically.The key syllabus
areas in F9 are: * Financial management function *
Financial management environment * Working capital
management * Investment appraisal * Business finance *
Cost of capital * Business valuations * Risk
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management.The F9 revision kit contains the pilot paper
and additional highly-focused question practice designed
to help you to understand and apply financial
management techniques. Questions are based on
realistic scenarios as they will be in the exam. Some of
the questions are from the previous Paper 2.4 but many
have been specially written to give you practice at the
new areas of the syllabus such as business valuations
and risk management. Answers are presented with top
tips to help you to tackle the questions.BPP Learning
Media is the publisher of choice for many ACCA students
and tuition providers worldwide. Join them and plug into
a world of expertise in ACCA exams.
The examining team reviewed F9 Study Text covers all
the relevant ACCA F9 syllabus topics. It contains step-bystep guides to financial management techniques
covering working capital management, investment
appraisal, business valuations and risk management.
Formulae are clearly indentified and explained alongside
essential practice questions and key terms are
highlighted to help build your understanding and
reinforce learning.
The examiner-reviewed F9 Practice and Revision Kit
provides invaluable guidance on how to approach the
exam and contains past ACCA exam questions for you
to try. Questions are based on realistic scenarios and
designed to help you understand and apply financial
management techniques and marking schemes show
you how the examiner awards marks.
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